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Turkey: Foam Domes 
III Turkel', after the 1970 Gediz emthquake, 
405 polyurethane domes donated by a German 
Chemical company wae used to house the 
victims Jor several years b~fore permanent hous
inJ; could be built. 

This study presents the process of change in 
the use of the one room Joam domes oj Akcaalan 
town observed ova a period oj seven years. 

A 
kcaalan, a small town 
with a population of just 
over 2000 people, was de
vastated in the morning of 
29th March 1970 by the 
Gediz earthquake and the 
resulting fire. Half the 

population was killed and almost all the 
houses made uninhabitable. 

Akcaalan received emergency aid from 
a number of international and local 
organisations. A German chemical com
pany flew in materials and technicians just 
two days after the earthquake to start pro
ducing spun polyurethane domes in sites. 
Within a month 405 domes were produced 
and distributed one to each family. All the 
crew, chemicals and machinery came from 
Germany. It is said that the total load did 
not exceed the capacity of one cargo plane. 

Production was carried out in a simple 
canvas shelter supported by steel posts and 
light trusses spamling a distance large 
enough to accommodate the five-metre 
spinning wheels. Hemispherical inflatable 
formwork was attached to the wheels to 
form a mould for the domes. They were 
sprayed on by a single spray gun. Two 
chemical components, polyurethane and 
isostynath, and the catalists were mixed 
together at the nozzle of the gun. The 
chemical reaction took place on the form
work. The spray gun, moving up and 
down on a steel pipe guide, sprayed con
tinuously onto the inflated PVC surface of 
the rotating mould. The surface of the 
mould had been treated to avoid adhesion 
between its surface and the dome. The 
operator sprayed a dome and left it to set, 
giving it a hard, lightweight granular struc
ture at a thickness of around 12 centimetres. 
The complete hardening took 25 to 30 
minutes. The bottom edge of the dome was 
thickened to 30 centimetres strength. The 
door is an elliptical opening and the win
dows are circular, both made by using a 
thin wood saw. 

The domes were initially sited on a flat 
piece ofland in the southwest of the original 
Akcaalanvillage. Each dome was placed 
onto a concrete five-metre diameter ring 35 
centimetres wide by 30 centimetres deep. 
The edges of the domes were covered with 
earth to prevent uplifting caused by wind. 
With all their doors facing south, the domes 
were lined up to form a grid-iron pattern. 
After all the 405 domes were spun, they 
were distributed by a lottery which deter
mined the owner's location in the village. 
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Top and above: Buildings ' damaged in the Cediz 
Ealthquake of 1970. 

Gradually the dome owners adapted 
these shelters into the particulars of their 
own life styles and necessities. The first 
thing was to form desired neighbourhood 
relationships. Spatially these relationships 
were very different from the locational 
adjacencies determined by the lottery; being 
also more complex and organic. The new 
neighbourhoods were affected by own
ership and land values were reinforced by. 
kinship and common interest considera
tions. Almost all the domes were shifted 
from the original site. One large group of 
80 to 90 domes moved into the valley in the 
north along the Gediz entrance to the village 
and others formed smaller clusters of 10 to 
30 domes each. 

Domes were moved by 10 to 15 people 
- this had to be done carefully as their 
granular structure is delicate. In compress
ion the domes are strong but can break 
when force is applied from within. To solve 
the problem of failure caused by an uneven 
load distribution while carrying the dome, 
the edge member was encircled by a rope to 
absorb the outward forces, but even this 



Above: The foam domes are sprayed onto a mould, in 
a temporary 'Jactory" which is no more than a shed, 
on the site of the earthquake. 
Above, right: Openings are made by cutting them out 
with a sharp pointed tool. 

Below: It takes ten to fifieen people to transport a 
completed dome to its site. 
Bottom: The domes contrast sharply with the existing 
houses. 
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locally devised solution was not totally 
satisfactory. In interviews with users, they 
repeatedly mentioned the necessity for a 
strengthening metal ring within the 
polyurethane at the edge. 

The formation of the neighbourhood, or 
placing the dome on one's own property, 
was the first stage of development. The 
next was to adapt the single volume units 
into houses. The typical solution was to add 
to the dome a porch made of the wreckage 
of the destroyed houses. This added space, 
performed the functions of a kitchen, stor
age and wind-break. 1 Sometimes three or 
four domes were connected by members of 
an extended family to create internal court
yards and enclosed private spaces. The 
additions to the domes with local materials 
displayed ingenious details in solving prob
lems of connecting straight materials to the 
curved dome bodies. The single cell units 
were transformed into dwelling units, like 
cocoons surrounded by supplementary 
spaces, to maintain the complexities of 
living. 

The foam dome provided shelter quick
ly and allowed government agencies a 
chance to consider more carefully perma
nent housing for the displaced people, un
like their usual approach of immediately 
rebuilding houses. A comparison of the 
permanent housing of Akcaalan with the 
rest of the Gediz area shows that relatively 
the village has the best housing. 

Permanent single storey homes were 
completed in early 1972. Later houses were 
of two storeys as the earlier houses proved 
to be uneconomical in terms ofland use and 
construction costs. The foam domes were 
moved once again, this time to become 
extra rooms for animals and storage. 

By 1978 most of the domes were disin
tegraring due to the lack of maintenance. 
The protective fire-retardant paint coating 
had washed away and the surfaces were 
repainted with ordinary oil based paint 

. which reacted badly with the polyurethane. 
It must be remembered however, the 
domes were produced to last six months, 
not seven years. I ntervIews with dome inhabitants 

over a period of eight years have 
highlighted a number of issues 
which are useful lessons for disaster 
relief housing projects. No one 
ever sold their dome - which = retained a social value. They are 

still used for habitation, especially in winter 
as their thermal properties are good and 
consequently fuel consumption is much 
lower than that of the permanent houses. 
The movable structural aspect has proved 

1 Similar additions were also made to the hexagonal 
polyurethane shelters donated by oxfam at Yapraki 
village in Lice in 1975. The additions were recorded by 
S. Memecan in an unpublished paper on the Gediz 
earthquake, University of Pennsylvania, 1977. 



Right: Two domes are joined by an indigenous structure 
to form one unit. 
Right, be/ow: Ingenious local solutions were found to 
join the hard curvilinear domes to traditional building 
materials. 
Overleaf: Eventually the domes jinal resting place is in 
the back gardens of the permanent houses. The domes 
are used primarily for storage or keeping animals but 
sometimes as an extra bedroom in winter as they are 
easy to keep warm. 

to be a good one, especially when numer
ous clumsy immediate decisions were made 
after the earthquake, enabling the people to 
move their houses where they wanted them 
as opposed to where they were put. 

There are also a number of negative 
aspects to the domes. Their form is finite 
and the hemispherial shape creates difficul
ties in furnishing the units. Owing to the 
chemical compOSItlon of the domes, 
maintenance and repair is very difficult. In 
summer the domes become almost unbear
ably hot due to the small openings and bad 
ventilation and the amount of daylight in 
the domes is unanimously reported to be 
insufficient. 

In general the Akcaalan experience has 
been a good example of a solution for post 
disaster shelter without forcing vital deci
sions due to a shortage of time. This in
termediary provision of shelter allowed 
the inhabitants to select neighbours, loca
tion, orientation, etc. and assisted in rein
forcing both social and physical rela
tionships. These relationships took on an 
even greater meaning than they had had 
before the disaster. 

Other experiments by the same com
pany for similar disaster conditions were 
not as successful as in Turkey. Both in 
Peru and Nicaragua the domes were not 
well used. For example, in Masaya, Nica
ragua, only 75 out of 310 domes were 
occupied by the people. 1 The Peruvian 
experience' was not as unsuccessful as the 
one in Nicaragua but the domes were not 
assimilated into the housing as in Turkey. 

Cultural parameters for the extensive 
and well adapted use of the domes, of 
course, play an important role in their 
success or failure. The achievements of the 
Turkish experiment curiously forces asso
ciations with the original domed tents, the 
yurts and alaciks, which are part of the 
tradition of Turkish architecture, shared 
with much of Central Asia. The absorbtion 
of these strange domed spaces into the 
Turkish cultural fabric so smoothly must 
have reasons beyond mere coincidence. 
Perhaps a more systematic look at the 
mobile tent structures in Turkey may pro
vide even better solutions to disaster relief 
housing than can be imported or manufac
tured by modem means. 

'Davis, J. "Disaster Housing: A case study of Man
agua" Architectural Design vol. 45 no. 1, 1975. 
2Marking, C. "Emergency Housing: Peru" ibid. 
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Akcaalall ullder colIstrnaioli. The c/'Isters ,,{doilies call he sem amulld the periphery o{the colistruaioll site 
(!i'0I1/ all aerial phot(~~raph taken ill 1971). 

f' , 
A cluster oj foam domes surveyed in 1972. 
Drawings coUJ1esy oj A. Gunoven. 
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